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Abstract

Intelligent brokering of information needs algorithmically tractable knowledge representations and corresponding constraint solvers to tackle the satis ability problems involved. Feature constraints emerged soon as
a convenient and elegant choice of knowledge representation. The full fragment of feature constraints, where
sorts and features are allowed to be combined by all the logical connectives (conjunction, disjunction, negation
and quanti ers), although very expressive, is hardly tractable. On the other hand, the subfragment called
\basic feature constraints" (BFC), where negation and disjunction are simply forbidden, unneccesarily restricts
applications such as knowledge brokers in an intolerable way.
The main contribution of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, it presents a fragment of feature constraints,
called \signed feature constraints" (SFC), which allows limited use of negation, precisely capable of expressing
the kind of operations needed during intelligent brokering, and on the other hand, discusses an ecient constraint
solving method for SFC. Since early 1996, the SFC solver performs eciently within the Constraint Based
Knowledge Broker system (CBKB1 ). The CBKB system aims at heterogeneous information retrieval, schema
integration, and knowledge fusion.
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1 Background

Brokers are agents which can process knowledge search requests. Knowledge is taken here to be any piece of
electronic information intended to be publicly accessible. Di erent, possibly distributed, information sources are
assumed to be available, from a simple le in a user's directory to a database local to a site, up to a wide area
information service (WAIS) on the internet, for example.
When receiving a request, a broker may have sucient knowledge to process it, or may need to retrieve more
knowledge. For that purpose, it releases sub-requests, aimed at other brokers. Thus, knowledge retrieval is
achieved by the collaboration of all the brokers which are alternatively service providers processing requests and
clients of these services generating sub-requests. We are not concerned here by the infra-structure required to
support such collaboration, nor by the way knowledge is stored locally within each broker, but rather by the
knowledge manipulations occuring within each broker.
In order to collaborate, the brokers must at least understand each other. This means that all the requests must be
formulated in a common language (and also all the answers to the requests), even if the brokers may perform local
translations. Logic provides the adequate language for such a purpose. A request can be expressed by a pair hx; P i
where x is a logical variable and P a logical formula involving x, meaning \Retrieve knowledge objects x such that
the property expressed by formula P holds". Interestingly, an answer to such a request can be expressed in the
same formalism, i.e. a pair hx; Qi, meaning \There exists a knowledge object x satisfying the property expressed
by formula Q". The requirement here is that P must be a logical consequence of Q, so that the answer contains
at least as much knowledge as the request. Moreover, the same logical formalism can be used to capture the scope
of a broker, i.e. the area of knowledge it is concerned with: a broker with scope hx; Ri means \I am not capable of
retrieving knowledge objects x which do not satisfy the property expressed by formula R". In many situations, the
scope of a broker may vary, because it gets specialized or, on the contrary, expands its capacities, either externally
or due to the knowledge retrieval process itself.
In other words, logic provides a common language where both requests, answers and scopes can be expressed. Brokers then perform logical operations on these three components [2, 3]. The most important logical operation, from
which all the others can be reconstructed, is satis ability checking, i.e. deciding whether some object could satisfy
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the property expressed by a formula, or, on the contrary, whether it is intrinsically contradictory. Unfortunately,
it is well known that this operation, for full Classical Logic, is not algorithmic, i.e. it is provably impossible to
write a program which implements it and always terminates. Given this limitation, a lot of research in knowledge
representation has been focused on identifying fragments of Classical Logic in which satis ability is algorithmically
decidable. The trade-o here is between expressive power and tractability: the empty fragment, for example, is
obviously tractable, but it is not very expressive !... The most popular fragment which emerged from this research
is known as \feature constraints", originally introduced in the context of linguistics [15] to represent syntactic
information in Lexical Functional Grammars. The satis ability problem in this case is also known as \feature
constraint solving".
Traditionally, feature constraints are built from atomic constraints which are either sort or label constraints. A sort
is a unary relation, expressing a property of a single entity. For example, P:person expresses that an entity P is of
sort person. A label is a binary relation expressing a property linking two entities. For example, P:employer->E
expresses that entity P has an employer, which is an entity E. Apart from sorts and labels, most feature systems
also allow built-in relations such as equality and disequality.

2 Principles

Let S be the set of sorts (indexed by s) and L the set of labels (indexed by l). Let V be the set of logical variables
(indexed by x; y; z ). Atomic feature constraints (indexed by ) are de ned by
= x:s j x:l!x
Sorts and labels may not be semantically independent. For example, sorts can form a hierarchy, sometimes called
the \is-a" hierarchy. Hierarchical links (e.g. a lion is a mammal) can be expressed by formulas of the form
8x x : lion  x : mammal
Dependencies may involve not only sorts but also labels, as considered in U-Log [12]. In the rest of the paper, we
assume that all the semantic dependencies can be formalized inside a theory K, called the \knowledge theory",
involving on the one hand atomic feature constraints and, on the other hand, some built-in predicates such as
equality, disequality, ordering on numbers etc. .. Built-in constraints are indexed by . Typically, we could have
_ j x_ x j x<x
_ j x_ x
= x=_ x j x6=_ x j x>x
but other constraints could as well be considered, such as the \substring" or \subword" constraints on strings, linear
equations and inequations on nite domains or rational numbers, set constraints etc (as o erd by such systems as
Prolog III [10], Eclipse [11], CHIP [9], ILOG Solver [14], Oz [13]).
Using these basic building blocks, we introduce three di erent fragments of classical logic, capturing, respectively,
the requests a broker may receive, the answers it may produce, and the scope characterizing its current capabilities.

2.1 Answers

Concerning answers, we make the following two assumptions:
1. Each answer is fully characterized by a single knowledge object whose content is completely explicit for the
broker. In other words, we do not consider here brokers which may produce partial or implicit answers.
2. The language of labels and sorts is expressive enough to directly express all the properties of a knowledge
object.
With these assumptions, an answer from a broker can simply be expressed as a conjunction of atomic feature
constraints. Formally, let's de ne the class  of logical formulae
 =
j  ^
a

a

a

a

An answer is therefore a pair of the form hx;  i stating that there exists a knowledge object in the set fx = 9X  g,
where X is the set of variables other than x occurring in  . For example, an answer to a bibliographic query could
be
a

a

a

X
X : book
X : title-> T

T : "The Moon and Six Pence"
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X : published-> P
X : author-> A
A : person
A : name-> N
A : born-> B

P : 1919

N : "W. Somerset Maugham"
B : 1874

The di erent constraints are here implicitly connected by a logical conjunction.

2.2 Requests

Concerning requests, the ideal language would be that consisting of all the logical formulae built from both
atomic feature constraints and built-in constraints. However, this full fragment, although very expressive, is
hardly tractable, and people have often considered a subfragment called \basic feature constraints" (BFC) where
negation and disjunction are forbidden. Formally, this fragment is simply de ned by the class
 =
j j ^
A request is therefore a pair of the form hx; i triggering the search of all the available knowledge objects which
are in the set fx = 9X g, where X is the set of variables other than x occurring in . For example, a bibliographic
query could be
X
X : book
X : published-> P
X : author-> A
A : person
A : born-> B

P < 1950

P > B+40

which triggers a search for all the books published before 1950 by an author who was more than 40 at the time of
publication.

2.3 Scopes

The language characterizing scopes could be restricted to that characterizing requests: indeed, the scope of a broker
could be seen as the most general request it is capable of answering. However, completely disallowing negation in
scopes (as in requests) puts strong limitations on the kind of operations a knowledge broker may wish to perform.
In particular, we have identi ed a very common and powerful operation named \scope-splitting" [4], which relies
on the use of negation. Indeed, a broker may wish to split its scope, speci ed by a pair hx; P i according to a
criterion expressed by a formula F , thus creating two brokers with scope P ^ F and P ^ :F . Thus, a broker in
charge of various document information may wish to split its scope into two new scopes: \books written after 1950"
and its complement, i.e. \books written before 1950 or documents which are not books"; this latter scope cannot
be expressed using BFC, because negation and disjunction cannot be dispensed with. We have found that the
scope splitting operation is needed in many situations, for example to implement brokers capable of memorizing
and re-using information gathered during their lifetime. Semi-formally, if represents the fragment characterizing
scopes, the following properties should hold:






^
^ :

stating that contains BFCs and is stable by the scope splitting operations. This leads to
=  j ^ :

3 Signed Feature Constraints

A signed feature constraint (SFC) is a pair hx; i where is a formula belonging to the fragment identi ed above.
The de nition of shows that each SFC is composed of a positive part and a list of negative parts, all of them
being basic feature constraints. More formally, SFCs are characterized as follows:
De nition 1 An signed feature constraint is a tuple hx + 0 ? 1 : : : ?  i where x is a variable, and 0 : : : 
are BFCs.

n

is de ned as follows:

3

n

 Let X0 be the set of free variables other than x occurring in 0 ;
 For each k = 1; : : :; n, let X be the set of free variables other than x occurring in  but not in 0;
k

= 9X0 (0 ^

^ :(9X

k

n

k

=1

k

 ))
k

Notice that x is the only free variable of . It is called the constrained variable of .
For example, the following signed feature constraint
P
+ P
P
- P
- P

:
:
:
:

person
employer-> E
nationality-> N
spouse-> P'
P': person
P': employer-> E'

E : "Xerox"
N : "American"

E' : "Xerox"

speci es a Xerox employee who is not American and is not married to another Xerox employee.
person

employer

E

"Xerox"

P

nationality

N

"American"

spouse

E’
employer

"Xerox"

P’
person

Figure 1: A Signed Feature Constraint (the negative parts are in grey)
We can represent it graphically as in Fig. 1. The round boxes denote the entities (logical variables), the sort
relations (unary) are represented by dashed arrows labeled by the name of the sort in a square box, the feature
relations (binary) are represented by plain arrows labeled by the name of the feature in a square box. The built-in
predicates (not present in the example) are represented by rhombuses. The positive part of the SFC is contained
in the top box and marks the distinguished entity of the scope (P in the example) by a double round box. The
negative parts of the SFC are contained in the lower boxes in grey.
The stability of SFCs with respect to the scope splitting operation can be stated as follow:
If the scope of a broker is represented by an SFC e , and this scope is split by a BFC e, then the two
resulting split scopes e+ ; e? are both SFC.
Indeed, e+ is obtained by merging the positive part of e with the BFC e; and e? is obtained by extending e
with a new negative part containing e alone. For example, assume a broker in charge of a bibliographical database
containing various documents (books, videos etc.) about Art, but not authored by an American. It is represented
by the SFC
o

o
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o

X
+ X : topic-> T
- X : author-> A

T : "Art"
A : nationality-> N

N : "American"

It may be split by the constraint \books published after 1950", expressed by the BFC
X
X : book
X : published-> Y

Y > 1950

The resulting scopes are simply
X
+ X
X
X
- X

:
:
:
:

book
topic-> T
published->Y
author-> A

T : "Art"
Y > 1950
A : nationality-> N

N : "American"

ie. \Art books published after 1950 but not by an american author" and
X
+ X : topic-> T
- X : author-> A
- X : book

T : "Art"
A : nationality-> N
X : published-> Y

N : "American"
Y > 1950

ie. \Documents about art, not authored by an American and other than books published after 1950".

4 Solving Signed Feature Constraints

Most constraint systems make a number of assumptions on the nature of sorts and features, formalizied in the
knowledge theory K. These axioms are crucial to the satis ability algorithm, since they determine when a feature
constraint is contradictory and when it is satis able.

4.1 Feature Axioms

For the purpose of simplicity, we make use here of a slight variant of the basic axiom system used in [1], although
the principles of the method apply to other sets of axioms as well.
1. Features are functional: this means that if two pairs of entities which are constrained by the same feature have
the same rst term, they also have the same second term. For example, we may postulate that the feature
spouse is functional (within a speci c cultural setting), meaning that a person cannot have two spouses: if,
for a person X, we have X:spouse->Y and X:spouse->Z, then the entities Y and Z coincide (ie. denote the
same person). Other systems allow multi-valued features.
2. Sorts are disjoint: this means that no entity can be of two distinct sorts. For example, a book is not a person:
we cannot have an entity X with X:book and X:person. Other systems consider hierarchies of sorts where
some entities can have multiple sorts as long as they have a common denominator in the hierarchy.
3. There is a distinguished subset of sorts, called \value" sorts, so that no two distinct entities can be of the
same value sort. Traditional basic elements (strings, numbers, etc.) are typical value sorts: for example, the
string "Xerox" or the number 1950 are value sorts. Value sorts are not allowed to have features: this is the
only axiom connecting sorts and features. Other systems consider more re ned connections between sorts
and features.
4. There is a distinguished built-in binary predicate, equality, with the traditional congruence axioms (which
involve sorts and features). The axioms describing all the other built-in predicates are assumed to contain
no mention of sorts and features.
Thus, the knowledge theory K consists of three sets of axioms.
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Speci c axioms for features and sorts :

Let ;  0 denote any sorts, and f denote any feature.

8x; y; z x ! y ^ x ! z  y = z
8x :(x :  ^ x :  0) if  6=  0
8x; y x :  ^ y :   x = y if  is a value sort
8x; y :(x :  ^ x ! y) if  is a value sort
f

f

f

Congruence axioms for equality :

Let p denote any built-in predicate. The traditional congruence axioms are:
8x; y; z x = x ^ (x = y  y = x) ^ (x = y ^ y = z  x = z )
8x; y; z (x ! y ^ x = z  z ! y) ^ (x ! y ^ y = z  x ! z )
8x; y x :  ^ x = y  y : 
8~x; y p(~x) ^ x = y  p(~y)
f

f

f

f

i

where i is some index in the list of variable ~x and ~y is identical to ~x except that y = y.
Built-in predicate axioms :
They must not mention sorts and features. For example, disequality can be axiomatized by
8x; y x 6= y _ x = y
8x :(x 6= x)
Precedence constraints are axiomatized by
8x :(x < x)
i

8x; y; z x < y ^ y < z  x < z

The built-in predicates >; ;  can then be de ned from < and equality.

4.2 Constraint Satisfaction

Given the above axioms, we can now describe a constraint satisfaction algorithm. First, we assume that satis ability
over built-in constraints is decidable. This means that there is an algorithm which, given a formula F made of
built-in constraints only, can decide whether F is a logical consequence of the theory K (written `K F ).

4.2.1 The BFC case

The constraint satisfaction algorithm for BFCs is de ned by a set of conditional rewrite rules over BFCs (detailed
below) which has the following properties
 The system of rules is convergent and hence de nes a \normal form" for BFCs. This can be shown in a
classical way by proving that the system is \Church-Rosser" (critical pairs converge) and \Noetherian" (the
size of the terms strictly decrease by rewriting).
 A BFC is satis able if and only if its normal form is not reduced to the contradiction. The direct implication
can be proved by showing that each rewrite step preserve satis ability. The reverse implication can be proved
by displaying a model which satis es BFCs whose normal form is not reduced to the contradiction.
Thus the rewrite rules describe the steps of the constraint satisfaction algorithm. This algorithm always terminates
because the system of rewrite rules is convergent. Notice that the de nition of the rules rely on satis ability
tests of built-in constraints, which has been assumed decidable. This means that the algorithm is modular and
can accomodate any kind of built-in constraints as long as a proper built-in constraint satisfaction algorithm is
provided.
Describing a constraint satisfaction algorithm with rewrite rules is quite traditional. Rules can be implemented in
a naive way is some symbolic language like Lisp or Prolog or be optimized, taking into account the properties of
the speci c built-in constraints which are used.
We represent a BFC as a pair hB j ?i where B is a conjunction of built-in constraints and ? a nite multiset of
atomic feature constraints (also read conjunctively). ? denotes the contradiction. There are two sets of rewrite
rules.
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 The rst set allows simpli cations of the BFCs.
hB j x ! y; z ! t; ?i
hB j x : ; y : ; ?i
hB j x : ; y : ; ?i
f

7
!
7!
7
!

f

hB ^ y = t j x ! y; ?i if `K B  x = z
hB j x : ; ?i if `K B  x = y and  is not a value sort
hB ^ x = y j x : ; ?i if  is a value sort
f

 The second set of rules detects inconsistent (simpli ed) BFCs.
hB j ?i
7! ? if `K :B
hB j x : ; y :  0 ; ?i 7! ? if `K B  x = y
hB j x : ; y ! z; ?i 7! ? if `K B  x = y
f

 6=  0
and  is a value sort
and

The constraint satisfaction algorithm derived from these rules is based on the following property:

Theorem 1 For any BFC consisting of the conjunction of built-in constraints B and a multiset of atomic feature
constraints ?,
hB j ?i 7! ? if and only if `K 8:(B ^ c)

^

?

2?

c

4.2.2 The SFC case

The constraint satisfaction algorithm for SFCs can informally be described as follows. Given an SFC, its positive
component is rst normalized by the algorithm for BFCs. If the result is a contradiction, the whole SFC is
unsatis able. Otherwise, the positive component (normalized) is inserted in each of the negative components,
which are then normalized by the algorithm for BFCs. If a resulting negative component has a contradictory
normal form, it is eliminated, and if it has a tautological normal form the whole SFC is unsatis able. The normal
form for SFCs thus obtained has the following property:
An SFC is satis able if and only if its normal form is not reduced to the contradiction.
As in the previous case, the dicult part of the implication can be proved using model theory.
We represent an SFC as an unordered list of BFCs pre xed with a sign (+ or ?); by de nition, one and only one
component is positive. Let S be an SFC. The SFC-normal form of S is written S and is obtained by the following
algorithm:
Let c be the BFC-normal form of the positive component of S .
If c = ? Then
o

o

Return ?
Else
c is of the form hB j ? i
Let fhB j ? ig =1 be the list of negative components of S .
Foreach i = 1; : : :; n
Let c be the BFC normal form of hB ^ B j ? ; ? i.
If there exists i 2 1; : : :; n such that c = hB j ?i and `K B and ? is empty Then
Return ?
Else
Let I = fi 2 1; : : :; n such that c =6 ?g
Return f+c ; f?c g 2 g
o

o

o

i

i

i

o

;:::;n

i

o

i

o

i

i

i

o

i

i

I

The following theorem justi es the algorithm.

Theorem 2 For any SFC consisting of a positive BFC hB j? i and a list of negative BFCs fhB j? ig =1
o

[+hB j ? i; f?hB j ? ig =1 ] = ?
o

o

i

i

n
i

o

if and only if

o

i

`K 8:[(B ^
o

i

^ c) ^ ^ :(B ^ ^ c)]

n
i

n

2?o

c

=1

i

i

2?i

c

5 Field Application for Signed Feature Constraint Solving

This section describes the use of our SFC solver within the Constraint-Based Knowledge broker system (CBKB).
A prototype of this system is available online at http://www.rxrc.xerox.com/cbkb-cgi/main. It requires a
Java-enabled Web browser.
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5.1 Information Gathering on the World Wide Web

CBKB, developed at RXRC Grenoble, realizes sophisticated facilities for ecient information gathering focusing
on schema integration and knowledge fusion aspects. The current CBKB implementation consists of three kind of
agents.
 Users, who input queries and process answers through a GUI [5].
 Wrappers, capable of interrogating heterogeneous information sources, which can provide answers to elementary queries (essentially various public bibliographic catalogues available on the Web, as well as preprint
archives and an opera information repository) [7, 8].
 Brokers, which can manage complex queries (i.e. decompose a complex query, recompose the answers to
subqueries, synthesize a full answer using the SFC solver) and which mediate between the GUI and the
di erent wrappers [3, 6].
The core of the system is given by the brokers, which provide various important services such as intelligent cacheing,
ltering and knowledge combination. Requests, results and brokers scopes are internally represented via Signed
Feature Constraints (SFC). Requests correspond to partial speci cations of the requested information. Results
correspond to more re ned speci cations on the requested information (new constraints are added wrt the request).
Our ecient SFC solver allows - apart from the scope splitting facility described in Section 2 - for local ltering /
sifting of information.
CBKB-related projects in this area include: COIN (MIT), Harvest (Univ. Colorado), Garlic (IBM Almaden), HERMES (Univ. Maryland), Information Manifold (AT&T), InfoSleuth (MCC), KRAFT (Univ. Aberdeen / Wales /
Liverpool, BT), ProFusion (http://www.designlab.ukans.edu/ProFusion.html), SIMS (ISI), and TSIMMIS (Stanford Univ.).

5.2 Dynamic Document Composition

Besides information retrieval from the World Wide Web, we are currently pursuing another possible CBKB application, namely dynamic document composition from on-line repositories: the widespread availability of new
electronic sources of information such as E-mail, the Web, and other on-line information repositories multiplies
also the number of electronic documents available. Indeed, documents can now be built dynamically by accessing
and combining information existing over distributed sources. Again, symbolic constraints expressed as SFCs are
at the core of this application domain.
Hierarchical mark-up languages like SGML can be used to de ne document templates that can be dynamically
lled in with heterogeneous components. These documents can in turn be made permanent by storing them in
document management systems, thus entering the normal document lifecycle.
Thus the CBKB project is also well-aligned with existing standardization e orts in document management and
indeed provides an implementation of document search as speci ed by DMA (Document Management Alliance),
an industry standard concerned with the search, retrieval, storage and conversion of documents on heterogeneous
document management systems. DMA is the result of the merging of two previously existing standardization
e orts: Shamrock (backed by IBM and Saros) and DEN (backed by Xerox and Novell).

6 Conclusion

We showed how, in an industrial research context, algorithmically tractable extensions to symbolic constraint
solving techniques have been quickly adopted and applied with great success. In particular we presented a useful
fragment of feature constraints, called Signed Feature Constraints (SFCs) together with a constraint solving method
for SFCs.
Moreover, we illustrated a eld application making use of SFC solvers, namely the Constraint-Based Knowledge
Brokers (CBKB). The CBKB system's main target is information gathering over the World Wide Web. However,
we also showed a way to use CBKB for the emerging market segment of dynamic document construction from
geographically dispersed document repositories.
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